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Golden Oak-08
aranytölgy

Water oak-06
mocsári tölgy

Nut-05
dió

Mahagony-09
mahagóni

Dark oak-04
sötét tölgy

Creme white-5015
krém fehér

Quartz Grey-5002
kvarcz szürke

Coal Grey-62
antracit szürke

Dark green-5021
sötét zöld

Brown-07
barna

Sherwood W-9201

Noce Sorrento natur-51

inchester

-

Cherry amaretto-53

Winchester-76

Tobasco Teak-2004

Quartz Grey Sand-61
kvarcz szürke

It is widely known that a section covered with a decorative foil is
much more susceptible to heating. Particularly dark colours trigger
extreme temperature differences on the surface and inside the section. The nal result is an uneven expansion of the section leading to
its deformation and, in the long run to change the geometry of the
window sash and reduction of tightness of the complete sash – frame
assembly.
Thanks to the use of innovative pigments, the surface of even the
most “heat absorptive” foils like mahogany, or anthracite can not
warm to a temperature at which starts the deformation of the PVC
section. The nal effect is absolute elimination of stresses that may
cause permanent damage to the geometry of the window section.

The “Life Like” section foils – in several fundamental aspects - represent a true breakthrough in the veneering of PVC window sections with the use of PVC foil: First of all, the foil structure has been
changed, thus obtaining a very “ exible” processing product, allowing
accurate lling of even the most narrow hollows.
At the same time the tendency to secondary shrinkage of the foil (socalled memory effect) has been eliminated, because of that the possibility of separation of lm on the narrow edges and sharp corners
of the section has been eliminated too. The hydrophobic varnish in
combination with suitably shaped hollows on the surface structure
causes that water and natural pollutants are removed from the surface
of the section much easier and almost automatically.
The “Life Like” foils are offered with the new decors, selected by the
best masters of design. Their characteristic feature is a remarkable
similarity to the natural wood and with combination with constantly
expanded range of colours, gives really wide range of possibilities to
creative designers. Matte varnish and delicate, very natural structure
of the foil surface, cause that it is dif cult to distinguish the section
after veneering from the wood section.

